Lap Caulk
Available in Black or White
Available in 10.5 oz. tubes

Product Information

Black Lap Caulk:
Contents: Xylene 1330-20-7

VOC <450 grams/liter  DO NOT THIN

White Lap Caulk:
Contents: Naptha VM&P, Titanium

VOC < 450 grams/liter  DO NOT THIN

Lap caulk available in 10.5 oz tubes in both black or white for use in single ply membrane applications such as EPDM or TPO. Standard caulk gun is required for application. Product should not be screed or smoothed after application. This caulk is meant to prevent water infiltration into seams and overlaps prior to the adhesive setting up. Usually 24-48 hours depending on temperature and humidity.

Application Instructions:
Lap caulk is used when applying splice and/ or bonding adhesives where membrane is overlapped. Prevents initial moisture infiltration before the adhesives are set. Standard caulk gun required for use. Once plastic top is cut you must puncture the tube through the plastic top with a screw driver or long screw or nail to begin application. Do not screed or smooth caulk once applied. All seams that were glued or installed should be caulked at the end of each day.

Physical Properties:
Color: Black
Density (#/GAL.): 9.05#
Flash Point (F): 79F TCC
Solvent System: Aromatics
Packaging: 10.5 oz. tubes

Storage: May be stored outside if protected from water

Hazards: Flammable. Avoid repeated skin contact or the breathing of concentrated vapors. Use in well ventilated areas away from heat, sparks, fire, flame and ignition sources. Vapors are heavier than air and may travel a considerable distance to an ignition source and flash back. Do not inhale vapors above TLV as listed on the SDS.

Freight Classification: UN1133, ADHESIVE, 3 PGII NMFC# 170060 CLASS 60

NOTE: TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND DATA SHOULD BE CONSIDERED REPRESENTATIVE OR TYPICAL ONLY AND SHOULD NOT BE USED FOR SPECIFICATION PURPOSES.

User’s Responsibility

Disclaimer of Liability

This Product Information cannot cover all possible situations, which the user may experience during processing. Each aspect of your operations should be examined to determine if, or where, additional precautions may be necessary. All health and safety information contained in this bulletin should be provided to your employees or customers. It is your responsibility to use this information to develop appropriate work practice guidelines and employee instructional programs for your operation.

As the conditions or methods of use are beyond our control, we do not assume any responsibility and expressly disclaim any liability for any use of the material. Information contained herein is believed to be true and accurate but all statements or suggestions are made without warranty, express or implied, regarding the accuracy of the information, the hazards connected with the use of the material or the results to be obtained form the use thereof. Compliance with all applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations remains the responsibility of the user.

Manufactured for/Distributed by: SealCorpUSA, Inc. | (866) 868-0791 | (812)868-0790 | www.sealcorpusa.com